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Another suspect
arrested in
connection with
drug bust
BY KEVIN WILLIAMS
The Daily Mississippian

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

A small dinner crowd waits in line in the Student Union Subway. Locate on the fourth floor of the Union, it is now the busiest Subway in the district region, which includes 172 stores.

Campus Subway one of the
highest grossing in the nation
BY MOLLY DYAL
The Daily Mississippian

The Subway in the Student
Union is the top grossing Subway
in the district region — an area
that includes 172 stores in North
Mississippi, West Tennessee and
parts of Arkansas.
This location opened at the beginning of the fall semester and
has an average of 6,500 customers
a week, said Jonathan Parker, resident district manager. Of all the
stores in the country, this Subway
is now the 12th highest-grossing
Subway. There are 24,080 Subway
locations in the U.S.
“It has been successful since day
one,” Parker said. “There were
times when it first opened that
lines to the store went all the way

down the Union stairs.”
Subway assistant location manager Davis Skutnik said he did
not anticipate Subway being as
successful as it has been, especially
considering that it is a restaurant
located on the fourth floor of a college student union.
The location employs about 30
staff members, and Skutnik said he
relies on them to keep the store’s
performance up to par.
“We always have to make sure
we are staffing enough people,”
Skutnik said. “The supervisors are
always watching everything very
closely to see how customers are
treated. Something that we are really trying to focus on right now is
the customer service.”
Customer service can be key for
a store, especially when its lines

often extend significantly out the
door.
Senior business major Taylor
McCrae said she eats at Subway on
campus at least three times a week
because of its efficiency and convenience.
“It’s easy. I can park at the Union
and run in quickly,” McCrae said.
“I think it is a good, healthy alternative to other places on campus.
“Sometimes the line is long,
but once you get to the counter it
speeds up, and the fact that they
have two lines definitely helps.”
Skutnik said it takes a customer
two-and-a-half minutes on average
to get through the sandwich-making assembly line. He said the peak
business hours are between 10 a.m.
See SUBWAY, PAGE 6

Marc Frank Davis is now behind
bars and facing drug-related charges.
Davis was arrested in connection
with the drug bust that resulted in
the arrest of former Rankin High
School football coach David Coates
along with current and former Ole
Miss students.
Davis, 54, was denied bond on
charges related to the sale of ecstasy
in a hearing presided over by Rankin
County Judge Kent McDaniel on
Tuesday, March 29, according to a
report by the Clarion-Ledger.
According to Davis’s attorney, Micah Dutro, the judge’s motivation
for not setting bond was to ensure
that Davis is present for future legal
proceedings.
However, Davis’s personal safety is
also a concern.
“There’s probably some folks who
aren’t too happy with Mr. Davis
right now,” Dutro said. “He’s probably safer behind bars.”
Currently, Davis’s case is still under investigation as law enforcement
officials determine whether the case
will be heard in a federal or state
court.
Davis, a resident of California,
was arrested after a 10-month investigation involving the combined
efforts of narcotics authorities in
both the City of Oxford and Rankin
County.
Others arrested were current and
former Ole Miss students: Joseph
Coates (sale of ecstasy), Maryalice
Rae Coates (two counts of sale of
ecstasy), Nimer Fino (possession of
ecstasy), Jordan Tanner Prewitt (one
count of sale of ecstasy), and Mary
Jane Miranda (sale of marijuana).
The trial date for the current and
former Ole Miss students has not yet
been set.

Wooten to be next recipient of Silver Em Award
BY HEATHER APPLEWHITE
The Daily Mississippian

Terry Wooten is next in the
line of the many Mississippi
journalists to receive the Samuel
Talbert Silver Em Award today
from the University of Mississippi.
Wooten, a Pontotoc native
who studied journalism at the
CONTRIBUTED
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TOO MANY LEFT BEHIND
Join Rita and Bill Bender for a
Souther Studies lecture as they
discuss “Too Many Children Still
Left Behind: Acknowledging the
History of the Deliberate Denial
of Public Education – Restorative
Justice and Education Reform.
The lecture is sponsored by the
William Winter Institute for Racial
Reconciliation.
Fore more information, visist
winterinstitute.org.
3-4:30 p.m.
Free
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University of Mississippi, is the skills global for Kitco Metals in
editor-in-chief of Kitco News, Canada.
based in New York. He will be
“The Silver Em Award is a
the 52nd winner of the award.
mark of distinction, and it is
Wooten worked at the Ox- with humility that I will acford Eagle in his early career as a cept it,” Wooten said. “All
journalist, as well as many other those chosen before me left
Mississippi-based newspapers. their brand on journalism.
Known not only for his back- Some, such as George McLean
ground in general and financial
news, Wooten has taken his See AWARD, PAGE 4
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The Scarlet Letter
BY JONECE
DUNIGAN
Columnist

T H E

The mission of the journalism profession is to convey
truth, initiate action and provide a voice those not loud
enough to be heard.
This noble act would seem
skewed in the eyes of celebrities.
To them, the gossip column
in the newspaper or broadcast
shows like TMZ are places of
conviction and torture. On
the good side they provide
we “normal people” with evidence that celebrities are humans too. Whether it is having a bad hair day or snorting
cocaine in a hotel bathroom,
all celebrities have been hit
with the gossip effect.
The severity of the effect
depends on if this record will
follow them for a lifetime.
R&B singer Chris Brown is
no exception. For those who
do not follow celebrity gossip,
Chris Brown went on a rampage in his dressing room after
his interview with Good Morn-

ing America during which he
was asked several questions regarding his relationship with
Rihanna. He threw a chair
through a window, sending a
shower of shards over Times
Square, took off his shirt and
stormed out of the studio.
Many critics are regarding
this behavior as dangerous and
argue that he should be locked
up, never to see the light of
day. There could be, however,
a different diagnosis.
Having a bad media record
is worse than having a criminal one because the whole
world knows what the individual did, which means the
whole world can convict. This
can leave a constant reminder
of what the person did.
That’s exactly what Robin
Roberts did when she asked
Brown several inquiries that
involved Rihanna. She was
the whole reason Brown was
angry. The purpose of his appearance on Good Morning

America was to promote his
new album “F.A.M.E.,” not to
be questioned about Rihanna.
The reason he stormed into
his room enraged is probably
because he has not forgiven
himself. It will probably take
a while for him heal. With
the plastic eyes of the media
evaluating his every move, this
process will probably take longer.
If Brown was the womanbattering monster that some
people illustrate him to be, he
might have hit Robin Roberts.
He would not have done such
a good performance of his song
“Yeah 3x.” People who would
disagree would state that hiding your true feelings is something that all celebrities do to
protect their image.
But would that not contradict the persona of being a
“monster” who does not care
who is watching? And if not,
wouldn’t Chris Brown attack
Robin off camera? Brown has
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account executives

probably been going through
some psychological changes
and trying to return to his
normal self.
Now do not get me wrong,
I am not for battery nor am
I defending him because he
is Chris Brown. Some people
in the media can call someone
a monster because of human
nature. We all have thrown a
fit in our dorm rooms because
of not passing a test, family
problems, relationship issues
or other issues. We think “I
should have studied harder,”
or “What can I do to fix this?”,
or “What did I do wrong with
him/her?”
Does that too make us monsters? No.
Chris Brown’s fit may have
been exaggerated, but he
knows what he did was wrong
and wants the world to forgive
and forget. Maybe someday he
will finally be rid of the media
pinning the scarlet letter on
his chest.

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer
than 300 words. Third party letters and those bearing
pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld” will not be
published. Publication is limited to one letter per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification
and major. All submissions must be turned in at least
three days in advance of date of desired publication.
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IN SUPPORT OF THE MINORITY
The Daily Mississippian Editorial Board consists of Caroline Lee, editor-in-chief; Emily Roland, managing editor; Cain Madden, campus news
editor; Lance Ingram, city news editor; Amelia Camurati, opinion editor; Emily Cegielski, lifestyles editor; Paul Katool, sports editor; Austin Miller,
assistant sports editor; Victoria Boatman, enterprise editor; Katie Ridgeway, design editor; and Alex Edwards, photo editor. The board meets
weekly to discuss city and campus issues.
Tuesday night, the Associated
Student Body Senate debated
Resolution 11.6 for over an hour,
eventually voting it down 14-24.
Resolution 11.6 was a movement to remove the invocation
from the beginning of the meetings and replace it with a 30-second moment of silence to allow
all members — not just Christians — a chance for a private
devotion.
The resolution was introduced
by Chelsea Ratfcliff, who is Jewish, and was presented by Asma
al-Sherri, who is Muslim, and
Daniel Blazo, who is agnostic.
Blazo told The Daily Mississip-

pian that the invocation makes
him feel uncomfortable and like
an outcast.
“We shouldn’t have to feel like
outsiders every minute, so we
thought that other people might
feel this way too,” Blazo said.
While we are in the center
of the Bible Belt, that does not
mean all of us believe that Jesus
was resurrected on the third day
or that God created the world in
six days.
As students at a public university, we are not required to adhere
to any specific belief system, and
none of us should be forced by
any campus organization to sit

through a prayer that goes against
our personal beliefs.
The two main arguments in
opposition of the resolution were
that no one is required to participate in the invocation and that it
is not the “American way” to cater
to the minority, that is, those of a
non-Christian faith.
People tend to forget that the
“American way” always has been
and always should be based on the
separation of church and state.
The members against the invocation are in no way trying to force
someone else to listen to a prayer
in Hebrew, yet they are being
forced to listen to the Christian

Letter to the Editor
To the editor:
I saw Tuesday’s lead article, “Oxford High School Principal Faces
Criticism in Wake of Intruder,” and
wish to respond.
When the lockdown occurred,
I was at OHS in a classroom with
special needs students, including
a few who are fragile and prone to
panic. About five minutes into the
lockdown, Mr. Martin came into
the room and said quietly to the
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of this institution is disappointing.
One major concern is that the
Senate took over an hour of their
time deciding what needed to be
done within the privacy of their
meetings, taking time away from
their goal of making the Ole Miss
community a better place for all
involved. The time spent debating
this resolution could have been
spent on more pressing issues.
Blazo and Al-Sherri have not
given up on their fight, and plan
to take this issue to the judicial
council as soon as possible. We
hope that the judicial council
gives the legislation a fair hearing.

Follow
us Anywhere
twitter/thedm_news

teachers, “I want everyone to stay
down. This is for real.” His manner
was serious, calm and controlled. I
suspect he checked every classroom
and delivered the same message.
Certainly, after talking to our group
I felt confident telling the students
that we were all safe and everything
would be fine.
Having been through numerous
bomb scares in my previous school
district in Maine, I understand par-

*New* Shellac

invocation.
Participation may not be required, but if all of the members
against the invocation were to
leave the room to use their right
to not participate, this would be a
much different issue.
Article X, Section 2 of the Associated Student Body Constitution
states that the Senate “shall make
no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof.”
While the ASB is not directly
establishing a connection to a
specific denomination, its lack of
drive to change their methods to
adapt to the changing population

ents’ concerns about the safety of
their children in a situation where
one feels helpless. But Mr. Martin’s
calm determination to secure the
building and keep everyone safe was
exemplary and a demonstration of
true leadership when it mattered
most.
Denise Collier
Behavior Analyst
Oxford High School
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Come Get the Best Nails for Spring @

The Study of Nails by Chris Le & Steve Le

CRACKLE nail polish!

$1. per fingernail
00

234-9911
1535 University Ave.

$40 Special
mani/pedi
9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Monday - Saturday

Tri Delt will be selling St. Jude t-shirts

in front of the Union
from 10a.m.-3p.m. Wednesday-Thursday

All the proceeds will go to
St. Jude Children’s Hospital!
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Virginia Tech fined $55K for response to shootings
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
Nearly four years after the worst
mass shooting in U.S. history,
victims’ family members and
campus safety advocates say it
isn’t the fine amount of $55,000
Virginia Tech faces that matters,
but that the school finally will
pay for the mistakes it made during the rampage.
The U.S. Department of Education on Tuesday fined the
school for waiting too long to notify students about the shootings
on April 16, 2007.
“The bottom line is just having
a monetary amount points out
what they did was wrong. There’s
really no way you can replace 32
people, or even seek to equate
that with money,” said Andrew
Goddard, whose son Colin was
shot but survived. “Even if they
charged them a dollar, it would
have done the same thing.”
Department of Education officials wrote in a letter to the school
that the sanction should have been
greater for the school’s slow response when student Seung-Hui
Cho shot and killed 32 students
and faculty and then himself. The
amount was the most the department could levy for Tech’s two vi-

olations of the federal Clery Act,
which requires timely reporting
of crimes on campus.
“While Virginia Tech’s violations warrant a fine far in excess
of what is currently permissible
under the statute, the Department’s fine authority is limited,”
wrote Mary Gust, director of a
department panel that dictated
what punishment the school
would receive for the violation.
The university avoided the potentially devastating punishment
of losing some or all of its $98
million in federal student aid.
While that’s possible for a Clery
Act violation, the department has
never taken that step and a department official said it was never
considered for Virginia Tech.
University officials have always
maintained their innocence and
said they would appeal the fine,
even though it’s a relatively small
sum for a school of more than
30,000 full-time students and
an annual budget of $1.1 billion.
The amount would cover tuition
and fees for one Virginia undergraduate student for four years,
or two years for an out-of-state
undergrad.
“I don’t think any amount of

money would ever be enough, because it’s not about that,” said S.
Daniel Carter, director of public
policy for Security On Campus, a
nonprofit organization that monitors the Clery Act. “It’s about accountability, and it’s about making sure students at Virginia Tech
and across the country are kept
are safe.”
Only about 40 schools have
come under review for Clery Act
violations in the 20 years the law
has been in place. The largest fine
to be levied was $350,000 against
Eastern Michigan University for
failing to report the rape and
murder of a student in a dormitory in 2006.
Carter said it’s “a shame” the
department had only really began
fining schools for noncompliance
in 2005.
“If the Department of Education had sent a stronger message
about having to follow the law
and that something faster would
be expected sooner, the shootings
at Virginia Tech may have never
happened,” Carter said.
The Clery Act requires colleges and universities that get
federal student financial aid to report crimes and security policies

and provide warning of campus
threats. It is named after Jeanne
Ann Clery, a 19-year-old university freshman who was raped and
murdered in her dormitory in
1986. Her parents later learned
that dozens of violent crimes had
been committed on the campus in the three years before her
death.
The education department in
its final report in December said
Virginia Tech failed to issue a
timely warning to the Blacksburg
campus after Cho shot and killed
two students in a dormitory early
that morning. The university
sent out an email to the campus
more than two hours later, about
the time Cho was chaining shut
the doors to a classroom building
where he killed 30 more students
and faculty and himself.
That email was too vague,
the department said, because it
referred only to a “shooting incident” but did not mention
anyone had died. By the time a
second, more explicit warning
was sent, Cho was near the end
of his shooting spree.
“Had an appropriate timely
warning been sent earlier to the
campus community, more indi-

viduals could have acted on the
information and made decisions
about their own safety,” the department said in its letter.
A state commission that investigated the shootings also found
that the university erred by failing
to notify the campus sooner. The
state reached an $11 million settlement with many of the victims’
families. Two families have sued
and are seeking $10 million in
damages from university officials.
That case is set for trial this fall.
Virginia Tech argues that, relying on campus police, it first
thought the shootings were domestic and that a suspect had
been identified so there was no
threat to campus. The university
argued that the Department of
Education didn’t define “timely”
until 2009, when it added regulations because of the Virginia Tech
shootings.
The education department rebuffed that argument, saying officials should have treated it as a
threat because the shooter was on
the loose.
If the school loses the appeal, it
could fight the fine in court. The
money goes back to the Department of Education.

“All made significant contributions to journalism, both in
Mississippi and well beyond its
borders,” Wooten said.
“Some of the recipients won
the Pulitzer Prize and other significant awards. Some were recipients on their reporting on
important social, political and
economic issues.
“Others took ethical editorial
stands whether or not they were

popular. Others were selected
for their community leadership.
All were uncommon women and
men and I am proud to have my
name alongside theirs.”
Charlie Mitchell, assistant
dean of the school of journalism, said Wooten deserves the
award.
“Terry Wooten fits all criteria,” Mitchell said. “He is a Mississippian whose work here was

good and led him on a national
career path where he has been
a leader and innovator as the
delivery systems for news have
changed.”
The most prestigious award
given to journalists by the University, it has been an significant achievement for many who
have received it, including Jerry
Mitchell, who won the award in
2000.
“The award kind of told me
that the Mississippi journalism community welcomed me
and Ole Miss did as well,” said
Mitchell, who is an investigative journalist with the ClarionLedger.
“It told me that I was doing
a great job, and I appreciate
that. I just think that the award
is a great thing to honor. Mississippi has such a rich history
of great journalism and to be a
part of that is really humbling
and a really great honor.”
WLBT 3 News Jackson anchor Bert Case, the 2001 recipient, said he felt like it was the
highlight of his career.
“It’s the most important honor of my life,” Case said. “To be
honored by my university with
the top journalism award you
can win, to be in the company
of the others who won is just the
best thing that’s ever happened
to me.”
Ronnie Agnew, executive
editor of the Clarion-Ledger,
received the award during the

50th anniversary of the Silver
Em Award and was the first to
receive it from the Talbert family.
“It just meant so much to me
and it still does,” Agnew said.
“The plaque occupies a very
prominent place on my wall in
my office, but frankly it symbolizes a lot more than just a
plaque. It symbolizes a lot of
hard work and dedication to the
craft.”
Agnew said the importance of
the Silver Em award extends beyond the borders of Mississippi.
“Wooten will join the ranks
of some of the most outstanding journalists, not just in Mississippi, but in the world,” Agnew said.
Wooten will receive the award
on Thursday for his many contributions to the field of journalism and the significant work
he has done.
Mitchell said the event for
Wooten will be held at noon on
March 31, in the Overby Center Conference Room.
Dan Jones, Chancellor at the
University of Mississippi, will
present the award.
Past winners include William Raspberry (1976), former
columnist for the Washington
Post; Jerry Mitchell (2000) of
the Clarion-Ledger; Stan Tiner
(2009) of the Sun Herald in
Biloxi, and many other journalists who were born in or reported on the state of Mississippi.

AWARD,

continued from page 1

(1963) of Northeast Mississippi
Daily Journal and H.L. Stevenson (1975) of the United Press
International, were my mentors. Others were and are colleagues.”
Wooten is proud to be a part
of the Silver Em Award legacy.
He said he is honored to be
named among the many journalists who have received the
award in the past.

Do you know of an academic advisor who has
shown outstanding commitment to students?

THE ACADEMIC ADVISOR NETWORK SEEKS NOMINATIONS FOR

THE EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMIC ADVISING AWARD
One faculty advisor and one professional
academic advisor will receive the award.
They will represent the University for the
National Academic Advising Association’s
Outstanding Advisor Awards and will be
recognized at the 2011 Fall Faculty
meeting.
Nomination forms may be picked up in 350 Martindale, the Dean’s office of each
school, and online at http://www.olemiss.edu/depts/asc/index.html
Nominations are due by 5 p.m. on April 14, 2011 in 350 Martindale.
Sponsored by the Ofﬁce of the Provost
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Ole Miss holds Nearly Naked Group Run tonight
BY MARIDANE HEWES &
LANCE INGRAM
The Daily Mississippian

Some people enjoy running
nude for fun; others do it as
a form of social protest; and
some do it for charity.
This could be a streaker’s delight.
Wiggio, an online toolkit
created to simplify group communication, is sponsoring the
Nearly Naked Group Run on
the Ole Miss campus tonight.
Students participating in the
run are asked to donate the

clothes they’re wearing and
any other clothes they wish to
donate after the race.
The run is held to support
local charities chosen by the
participants’ school, with the
donated clothes going to local
community homeless shelters.
Goodwill Industries will be
the recipient of the Ole Miss
run.
Along with Ole Miss, other
featured campuses participating in the event include North
Carolina State University, Tulane, Vanderbilt and Virginia
Tech.
“We looked for campuses

with reputations for active
student life and on-campus
groups, and we wanted schools
that would be up for having
fun and supporting a great
cause,” said Emily Hunt, a
Wiggio representative.
“So, obviously, we thought
Ole Miss would be a great
fit.”
At each of the schools, a
small on-campus production
team is in charge of leading the
run and ensuring that runners
are safe.
The Ole Miss production
team has been in contact with
the school’s administration

and the University Police Department, both of which have
been supportive, Hunt said.
In addition to helping local
charities, the event is designed
to help introduce students to
the event sponsor and its functionality and benefits.
“Students are always early
adapters of upcoming trends
and neat things, so this is a
great way to get Wiggio out
there,” said Steve Brownwell,
Media Contact for Wiggio.
Dana Lampert, Wiggio’s
CEO, has been organizing the
event since January, with the
goal of using Wiggio’s group

Miss-I-Sippin’ Returns to
Powerhouse Tonight
BY MASON MCMILLION
The Daily Mississippian

Miss-I-Sippin’ returns to the
Powerhouse tonight to serve up
Southern-style culinary creations
matched with a variety of beers.
The event is a fundraiser for
the Yoknapatawpha Arts Council
and UM hospitality management
program and will serve quality
Southern cooking with up to 22
different beers.
“I’m very excited about this
year’s event because we are going
to incorporate a lot of Mississippi
products and Mississippi foods,”
said Wayne Andrews, director of
the Powerhouse Arts Council.
The idea of Miss-I-Sippin’ is to
take an upscale wine tasting and
turn it into a laid-back event capturing Southern food and good
beer.
Andrews teamed up with local
chef Lee Craven of Lenoir Dining and created an event that has
the social atmosphere of drinking

with culinary creations, such as a
returning creation from last year’s
event, Beer Floats, which consists
of ice cream and beer.
“We created an event that we
thought would be a new, fun, social and similar twist to a happy
hour,” Andrews said.
The menu this year includes
beers paired with certain entrees.
Some of the entrees served with
beer include Guinness paired with
s’mores, Southern Pecan and Abita
paired with barbecue pork sliders,
Tecate, Sol and Dos Equis paired
with chorizo quesadillas, and over
20 other combinations of different beers with culinary creations.
Other foods on the menu include products from Delta Pride
Catfish, Polk’s Meat, Papa John’s
Pizza, fresh vegetables from Yokna
Bottom Farms and Lazy Magnolia Beer.
“This is one of my favorite
events,” said Callie Gregg, an Ole
Miss art major. “I went last year
and tried tons of great food paired

with beer. Who wouldn’t want to
go enjoy good food, good beverages and good company?”
Andrews said tickets are going
fast and there is a limited amount
available.
“Last year it sold out, and this
year we are expecting the same
thing,” Andrews said.
He said they have sold over 150
tickets already.
“I’m excited to work the event,”
said Tim Schulte, a Miss-I-Sippin’
event volunteer. “It should bring
a taste of local beers from around
the region and connect Ole Miss
and the community with our own
version of wine and dine.”
Tickets are $35 per person and
$25 for arts council students and
students over the age of 21. Tickets can be purchased through Oxfordarts.com/shop or can be purchased today at the Powerhouse
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Miss-I-Sippin’ will take place
tonight from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Powerhouse.

platform and social media to
do the largest student-organized Nearly Naked group run
of the spring.
Some of Wiggio’s earliest users were students, so partnering with universities across
the country for this event just
made sense, Brownwell said.
The run begins at 9 p.m.
outside of Bryant Hall, near
Fulton Chapel and the Student
Union, and is free for all participants.
For more information on
Wiggio and the Nearly Naked
Group Run, visit nearlynakedrun.wiggio.com.
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Promoting Alpha Week, O’Brian McGee (far right) leads a portion of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity strolling in front of the Student Union on Tuesday.

Engineering students host catapult contest
BY CHARLES HALL ROBINSON
The Daily Mississippian

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

Oxford High School senior Marterrious McClain test launches his trebuchet before the of the Ole Miss Trebuchet Competition.
It took McClain and his two teammates, junior Joseph Reed, and sophomore Nicholas Lee 10 hours to build their catapult.
The Oxford High students placed 2nd in the distance portion of the competition.

Campus Book Mart
of Oxford

Ole Miss Clothing and Gifts!
Lowest Prices on
Textbooks & Art Supplies
Best Prices
Store Hours:
Mon-Fri. 7:30 - 8:00
Sat. 9:00 - 8:00
Sun. 1:00 - 6:00

Friendly Service

Plenty of Parking

1111 Jackson Ave. West •In the Oxford Mall next to Malco Theater

662-234-5993

www.campusbookmart.com/um/

If students exiting Weir Hall
yesterday were not careful, a stray
hackysack might have pelted
them.
The University of Mississippi
School of Engineering hosted its
fifth-annual trebuchet competition
Wednesday afternoon, bringing
schools from all over the state to
hurl hackysacks.
“Our teacher said ‘Y’all can do
this, get a day off and get a little extra credit,’” said Matthew Nichols,
Oxford High School senior, as he
laughed and talked about his catapult with his fellow Oxford High
School teammates Lucas O’Neil,
Abdul Hamid and Dan Mossing.
The competition, which was
operated by Ole Miss engineering
students, consisted of high school
and middle school students from
all over the state, bringing in 19
different self-designed and selfconstructed catapults from 11 different schools.
Registration was held from 9
a.m. to 11 a.m. and was imme-

diately followed by the Engineering Student Body’s annual Great
American Cookout, serving hamburgers and hot dogs.
The competition kicked off at
1:30 p.m. and consisted of four
different categories: design, distance, accuracy, and roll in, set up
and fire.
“We’re just having a great time,”
said Ty Adair, sponsor for both
Armstrong Middle School and
Starkville High School’s catapult
teams.
“We’re the only middle school
that showed up,” said Adair, as he
watched his middle school team
go on to take first place in distance
and accuracy.
One of the four Oxford High
School teams won first place in
design, and Starkville High School
took first place in roll in, set up and
fire.
“We haven’t had much luck today,” Nichols said. “(The trebuchet) has had its moments. It’s pretty powerful, just uncontrollable.”
For more of the competition’s
results, email Maxine Woolsey at
mwoolsey@olemiss.edu.

SUBWAY,

continued from page 1

and 2 p.m., and that every morning
there is a crowd of students waiting
outside its doors before it opens.
The decision to build a Subway
on campus was based on requests
filled out by students. Surveys conducted about Ole Miss’ dining services indicated that Subway was the
No. 1 requested eating location.
“It was the students who voiced
their opinion about what they
wanted that actually got the Subway
into the Union,” Parker said.
Like all dining services on the Ole
Miss campus, Aramark is the contract provider for Subway. Aramark
has the license for the store, and
Subway provides the resources and
support it needs to operate.
Parker said the addition of Subway on campus has not hurt other
on-campus dining locations.
“Participation at all on-campus
dining has gone up,” Parker said.

“Every location is seeing a spike in
traffic, and I think that there is even
a demand for more.
“It’s just a matter of having the
outlets and the right places for students to come.”
Whether students have an Ole
Miss meal plan or not, undergraduate students are required to have a
minimum balance of $200 in flex
money each semester on their accounts, which can go toward oncampus services.
“I think the flex dollars definitely
bring a lot of people into Subway,”
Skutnik said.
McCrae agrees that using flex
dollars helps encourage students to
eat on campus.
“I’m not surprised about Subway’s success,” McCrae said. “Why
would you go somewhere else when
you can use your flex dollars on
campus?”
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Leap Back in Time for Prom at the Powerhouse

COUTRTESY OF THE CHI GUIDE

BY AVERY GAULDIN
The Daily Mississippian

The Leapfrog program will
host a 1950s prom-themed fundraiser Friday, April 1 at the Powerhouse.

The idea behind its theme,
“Leap Back in Time,” is to get
everyone “rocking around the
clock” in ‘50s garb for a good
cause.
Leapfrog, an after-school tutoring and enrichment pro-

gram held at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, serves 95 first- and
second-grade students from Oxford city schools and Lafayette
County schools four days a week.
The students who participate in
Leapfrog are referred to the afterschool program by their teachers
because they are at risk for falling
behind academically.
According to Teresa Adams, executive director of Leapfrog, the
program receives funding from
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
United Way, Oxford University
United Methodist Church and
public contributions. In the past,
the public contributions have
been steady and high.
However, with the recession,
public contributions have decreased, which has affected the
program’s budget.
“I tried to do an art auction a
couple of years ago, but it didn’t
yield what it should have for the
work,” Adams said. “People are
kind of art-auctioned out in this
town.”
She also added that a large
fundraiser would give the program more money, which means
they can serve more children.
Last year, Adams held a similar fundraiser with an ‘80s prom
theme.
“This year we wanted to do
another party fundraiser and
thought that the ‘60s, ‘70s and
‘90s were too close to the ‘80s.
So, we settled on the ‘50s,” Ad-

A Man’s Guide to Formal
BY RYAN FELDER
The Daily Mississippian

Spring formal season is upon us.
Perhaps you have already been
asked by that young sorority lady
to attend her chapter’s formal, and
you are scouring Oxford to find
a suit. Maybe you are a fraternity
stud struggling to find a look that
will make you considerably more
debonair than your brothers.
When it comes to “formal” date
occasions, there is a fundamental
law that must never be broken.
When piecing together a look,
always keep your date first and
foremost in your thoughts.
Some may consider the big night
a chance to show off their keen
sense of style by attempting to pull
out all the stops and dress to impress.
It is not.
Dressing for formal is a team
sport, and there is no “I” in “successful formal date.”
If you really care about the
opinions of others toward how
you dress, dress to emphasize how
beautiful your date is.
Tradition may stipulate a full
tuxedo, which is technically the
most efficient way to make sure all
eyes are on your date.

There is nothing wrong with
this at all.
In fact, I would jump on the opportunity to wear a tuxedo before
any other option.
However, the vogue these days
seems to dictate that a suit be worn.
This opens up a whole new realm
of possibilities. It is in this realm
that thousands of mistakes can be
made. Do not be afraid to experiment within reason.
You can still take risks and keep
everyone’s eyes on your date.
As an example, I present Beauty
and the Beast.
I’m going to assume that everyone knows about the ball scene in
Beauty and the Beast.
Belle wears a beautiful yellow
dress that takes away the breath
of children and adults alike. She is
absolutely gorgeous. But does the
Beast simply dress in a black tuxedo?
Of course not. He wears a blue
jacket with a golden collar and trim.
When we talk about that scene,
we always discusses how beautiful
Belle is, but we also talk about how
well they looked together.
And that is my advice to you.
Dress to emphasize the beauty
of your date while taking risks in
aspects such as color-coordination

and suit style.
Do that and you will not only
look quite dapper and gentlemanlike, but be the envy of other
dates.
As far as the actual coordination of colors and the choosing of
suit styles, I have faith that you all
know how to properly dress yourselves.
We are Ole Miss, after all.

SENIOR
HONORS THESIS
PRESENTATION

Hannah Penley

“Art and Ideologies: A
Comparative Analysis of
the Relationships Between
Augustus and Livy and
Napoleon and David”
Thursday, March 31st
2:30 p.m.
Bryant Hall
Room 06
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to a
disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

ams said. “When we thought
about the ‘50s, we immediately
thought of a million fun, cute
ideas. You have to think about
Elvis.”
Since the fundraiser is a prombased party, there will be a prom
court.
The court has nine nominees
who will be holding their own
mini-fundraisers and gathering
prom votes for money. Along
with the prom court, there will
also be a best-dressed contest,
prom photos, a limbo contest
and music.
There will also be a cash bar
and bottomless beer cups available for a small price.
“A bottomless beer cup is a cup
you pay for once and can fill it
up as many times as you want for
as much beer as you can drink,”

Adams said.
Guests are not required to dress
up for the prom, but they are encouraged to do so.
“I’m definitely going to dress
up,” Adams said.
Will Voss, a Leapfrog volunteer, says he loves volunteering
and helping the kids and is definitely attending the fundraiser in
costume.
“I don’t know what I am going to wear, but it’s going to be
something from the ‘50s that is
awesome,” Voss said.
Tickets for the fundraiser cost
$25 for a single or $40 for couples. Leapfrog volunteers can buy
a ticket for $15.
Tickets are available online and
can also be bought at St. Peter’s,
Neilson’s, LuLu’s and Oxford
Floral.
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In No Particular Order: Rockin’ Johnnies

BY JOSH BREEDEN
The Daily Mississippian

The nickname is an essential
piece of an artist’s rock ‘n roll persona and encapsulates a musician and
his or her particular aura within the
confines of the epithet.
Among the many Bobs, Toms
and Keiths that frequent the recording industry, one moniker stands
alone as the quintessential musical
alternate identity: ‘Johnny.’
So, here are a few Johnnies everyone ought to know.
Frederick Heath, aka, Johnny
Kidd
Slick and soulful, Kidd epitomized the late 50’s transition from
Gene Vincent-era rockabilly to the
blues-infused sound of fellow Englishmen The Yardbirds and The
Pretty Things.
Born in London, the singer-songwriter formed Johnny Kidd and the
Pirates in 1959 as a singles-driven
live act. Their first hit, “Please Don’t
Touch,” came mere months after
establishment. In June 1960, Kidd
and his Pirates released what would
become the band’s most influential
track, the supremely slinky “Shakin’
All Over.”
Scarred by continual lineup ad-

justments and meager financial success, Kidd and the Pirates survived
the mid-60s on the verge of collapse
before the singer was killed in a car
accident in October 1966.
Key Track: “The Fool,” released
1966 (posthumously).
John Cummings, aka, Johnny
Ramone
Simplicity was the key ingredient to the Ramones’ gritty austerity. Black leather, power chords and
pulsing drums were all the Queens,
N.Y. quartet needed to create an
undeniable influence that echoed
through generations.
Johnny Ramone was essential to
this makeup.
With his trademark Mosrite in
hand, the guitarist laid down a
scuzzy burn that came to define the
early CBGB’s six-string sound.
The band’s 1976 self-titled debut
introduced Johnny’s unique approach with tracks like “Blitzkrieg
Bop” and “I Wanna Be Your Boyfriend” standing out among the
record’s barrage of 2-minute barebursts.
Reluctant to abandon their punk
pathos, Johnny and company dissolved after years of failing to crack
the commercial market.
Key Track: “Cretin Hop” on
“Rocket to Russia,” released 1977.

COURTESY OF TARAMTAMTAM.COM

John R. Cash, aka, Johnny
Cash
Possessing a razor-sharp baritone
voice, multidimensional writing
chops and an unusually celestial
stage presence, the Man in Black
walked the line between convention
and innovation his entire career.
Cash was born and bred in the
Arkansas delta. The local roots culture and a kaleidoscope of blues,
folk and country traditions became
the basis for the singer/songwriter’s
unique Sun sound.
In 1955, Sam Philips cut the first
Johnny Cash record at his Memphis recording studio and the tracks
“Cry, Cry, Cry” and “Folsom Prison Blues” entered the charts upon
release.
From then on, Cash’s career took
off and never slowed down, despite
a number of personal setbacks.
With a web of legendary collaborators including Bob Dylan, Carl
Perkins and June Carter, Cash not
only made his mark on fans but fellow musicians as well.
Shortly before his death in 2003,
the widowed country legend recorded one of the most powerful
songs of his career, a cover of Nine
Inch Nails’ “Hurt.”
Key Track: “A Boy Named Sue”
on “At San Quentin,” released
1969.

COURTESY OF LYRICSYSTEM.COM

John Genzale, aka, Johnny
Thunders
Before there was glam or punk,
there was the New York Dolls.
The Stooges and the MC5 were
the forefathers of the more intellectual punk movement — harbingers
of the adolescent angst and sociopolitical dissatisfaction that would
come to characterize the 70s hardcore scene.
The New York Dolls adopted
this trendy heaviness with a callow
attitude and a childlike approach
championed by Dolls’ guitarist
Johnny Thunders.
The NYC native chorded loose
barres and wonderfully tactless solos with an aloofness matched only
by vocalist David Johansen.
After releasing two albums with
the New York Dolls, their 1973
self-titled debut and 1974’s “Too
Much Too Soon,” Thunders left
and formed the The Heartbreakers.
In 1991, then working on solo
material, the guitarist died of a heroin overdose in New Orleans.
Key Track: “Bad Girl” on “New
York Dolls,” released 1973.
John Maher, aka, Johnny Marr
The sonic accompaniment to
Morrissey’s affected yowl, Marr
single-handedly crafted the multilayered electric dissonance preva-

NO
Please drink responsibly.

COURTESY OF BLINGCHEESE.COM

lent throughout the 80s post-punk
scene.
Marr, born in Manchester, U.K.,
was a well-traveled underground
guitarist before meeting Morrissey
at a Patti Smith show in 1979.
Three years later, they formed
The Smiths with Mike Joyce and
Andy Rourke before releasing their
ground-breaking self-titled debut on the U.K.’s Rough Trade in
1984.
Marr’s textured chord voicings,
knack for melodic leads and impeccable timing are nearly impossible
to replicate.
The Smiths‘ 1985 sophomore
release, “Meat Is Murder,” features
both Marr and his bandmates at
their creative height.
The record produced two charting singles, “How Soon is it Now?”
and “That Joke Isn’t Funny Anymore,” while garnering massive
critical acclaim.
The Smiths collapsed in 1987
when stylistic differences between
Marr and Morrissey reached a
breaking point.
The guitarist went on to work
with a swath of artists including the
Talking Heads, Moby Grape, Beck
and, most recently, Modest Mouse.
Key Track: “Barbarism Begins at
Home” on “Meat Is Murder,” released 1985.
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To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The deadline to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale
3bed/2ba House FSBO 507 Bowie
Drive. 1645 sqft $144,000. Split/ open
design w/ fenced backyard. Call Ryan
(662)801-3241
3BR/2BA HOUSE FSBO Eagle Pointe
subdivision. Well maintained. Security system. Email/call for pictures/
more info. 901-305-0296; eaglepointeloop160@yahoo.com.

Apartment for Rent
Tired of Roommates? 1BR w/ office. $495. Or furnished @ $625. 1 mile
to campus. Newly renovated. (662)2341550. www.pinegroveoxford.com
Oak Grove Apartments 2bdr
QUIET COMPLEX. Fully appliances.
Incld full sized w/ d, gas grills, fireplace
(wood incld), (CABLE & HS internet
incld). Pets welcome. 662-236-4749
www.oakgroveoxfordms.com
1 & 2 BR Apartments- On Orange
Bus Route!! Unfurnished Starting at
$545 or We Will
Make Moving Easy and Furnish Your
Apartment for $50/ mo (2BR) or $25/
mo (1BR)! Free
Golf and other Amenities! Call The
Links today at 662-513-4949.

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Houses- large
bedrooms, W/D included, free sewer
& lawn services, No Pets, Avail. Aug.
ONLY 1 LEFT FOR $725 (662)2346481.
3 Bedroom Two-Story Condo
ONLY $825- 2.5 bath, free security system, free lawn care & maintenance, free
sewer, No Pets. Avail. Aug. (662)2346481.
Brand New 1Bed/1Bath House
@ TAYLOR COVE- just 1 mile from
campus, W/D included, free security
system & lawn care, Avail. Aug. ONLY
$550. (662)832-8711.
Walk to Campus- 2 bed, 2 bath,
fireplace, covered porch, free security system, free lawn care & maintenance, No Pets, Avail. Aug. ONLY $750
(662)832-8711.
Beautiful Stand Alone 3br
2.5bath plus bonus room, plus garage!
House for Rent
303 Daniella. The Enclave. (662)8164707
217 B S. 17th. 2BDR, 1 Bath with study
3bd 2ba in Eagle Pointe appli$550 month. 662- 832-0117.
ances included, fenced back yard, nice
TAYLOR MEADOWS 2 Bed/2 Bath
house! (662)832-1891
brick houses for rent on Old Taylor
PET FRIENDLY
Road. Starting June, July or August.
3BR/2BA ($950/mo.) and 2BR/2BA
(662)801-8255 or (662)801-3736
1BR/1BA, 2BR/2BA, 3BR/3BA Hous- ($800/mo.) houses available in Shiloh.
es for Rent. Includes all Full Size Ap- Reserve yours today by calling
pliances, Daily Garbage Pick Up, 601.573.1172 or 662.871.3354.
Newly
Remodeled
Security System, Internet, Expanded Cute
Basic Cable, Water/Sewer, as well as 3BDR/1BA House. 1 mile from Square.
all maintenance. Call 662-236-7736 or Fenced yard. Pets Welcome. $1200 per
month. (662)801-8063
662-832-2428.
Private Peaceful location 2.5
Mobile Home for Rent
miles from square. 3 bedroom 1.5 bath
house Mature students $720 month Doublewide Trailer, 67 acres.
(662)832-0117
Peaceful setting. 832 HWY 30E, 8 miles
Aspen Ridge- 2BD/2.5BA Unfur- from Oxford. 3BR, 2BA. No pets. $700.
nished. $1100. June 1st. 3BD/3.5BA 662-832-6848
unfurnished. $1500. June 1st. Agents
welcome. (662)801-2358.
Room for Rent
3bedroom 2bath excellent location,
Room for Rent Available June &
all appliances, big yard, available now.
July for
newly renovated $1200/ mo (662)832$325/month, water included. (662)7018635
8543
5Bedroom 3bath Renovated, granite, huge deck and fenced yard. great
Condo for Rent
location. available August $2000/ mo
CONDO FOR RENT 2 BD 1.5BA BEST
(662)832-8635
-NEWLY REMODELED,
3Bed pet frIENDLY LOCATION
walk to campus. $350/per bedroom per
3B/3ba Willow oaks $1050/ mo inc wtr/
month plus deposit Call 662-816-3955
gbg,3B/2ba Shiloh $1100/ mo, FencHighpoint Condo
es, All Have New paint/ trim/ carpet
(843)338-1436 or Oxford Rentals on
for Rent
Fbook
3 bedrooms/ 3 baths. Furnished, Utili2BR / 2 Private Baths Walk in
ties included. $500 per bedroom. FeCloset
male applicants only. (662)689-0303
Nice & Quiet - Mature Students $625,
3BD/2.5BA 1/4 mile from campus (The
May or August (662)234-9289
Enclave). $1200/mo. No Pets. Call
Nice New spacious 2 bedroom 2.5
(662)801-2644.
bath townhouse duplex. (177 CR 215)
Popular Calton Hill 3 bd/ 2.5 ba
deck, balcony, Hunting rights. many
condo for rent. $1200/ month. Leasextras. Mature students only! $900
ing now. Available August 1. 12 month
(662)832-0117
lease.
for rent: 5 bd/3 ba home Hwy 7
Call 234-2390 if interested.
South; Just outside city limits; 2 Car
Covered Garage. 3 miles from Campus; Large covered deck for entertaining; Basement w/ pool table perfect for
gameroom. Tenants never pay cover to
Taylor’s Pub. $1700/month Call Jason
for details. (662)832-9933
4BR/2BA Big Back Yard, Close to Campus, Spacious Rooms. $1400/ Month,
(662)816-2700
Brand New 2Bed/2Bath housesspacious rooms, vaulted ceilings, granite tops, walk-in closets, W/D included,
free lawn & maintenance, free security
system, 1 mile from campus. Avail. Aug.
ONLY $387 per person (662)832-8711.
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2bed/2bath condo available for
summer/ fall, W/ D, Dishwasher, garbage disposal, INTERNET INCLUDED,
tanning, tennis, fitness, volleyball, walking track, one mile south of campus,
$760.00, JUSTIN (662)542-0611

Weekend Rental
not just football rentals
Weekends and more! Event weekend
availability/ pricing online. Check with
Kay for other dates. www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Miscellaneous
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting,
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
com. www.facebook.com/ pregnancytestcenter (662)234-4414
Liquidation Sale- New&Used
Creations. North Lamar/Molly Barr.
Furniture, antiques, TVs, clothes/
shoes, formal&wedding dresses, misc.
(662)607-4256.

Female-ROOMATE
WANTED

GARDEN-TERRACE to share a furnished 4-Bedroom-3.5bath house.
Porch/ patio, walk-in-closets, fireplace,
storage. $350/ month. 662 801 1223

Miscellaneous for Sale

For Sale-

Popular Bar on Oxford Square. 10 year
history. Excellent opportunity for the
young entrepreneur. (662)801-9541
Two sofas ($50 each) and one dining
room set ($150). Call 662-392-7398.

Full-time
SUMMER JOBS Undergraduate/ graduate students currently enrolled in any
college or university: SUMMER JOBS
are available in Meridian. $4,000 for 8
weeks of work. Housing scholarships
available. Check our web site at www.rileyfoundation.org under “Summer Work
Program” for details.
Spanish speaking phone rep
needed. Payliance in Oxford, MS is
looking for a full time bi-lingual phone
representative. The ideal candidate
should possess basic computer knowledge, be able to work in a fast paced
environment, and be open to unlimited
bonus potential and the opportunity to
advance with Payliance. We offer competitive pay and benefits. Please apply in person at 2612 Jackson Avenue
West in Oxford, MS.

Part-time
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training Available. Call 1-800-965-6520
EXT155
Part time opening with busy apt.
community. Flexible hours- 20-25
hours/week. Position will last approx. 6
months. Must have own transportation.
Looking for outgoing personalitilies with
marketing experience. E-mail resume
to ymcclure@heritageproperties.com

Employment
Ole miss skyboxes 60 Student
workers needed for upcoming Football
Season. Hospitality Management for
Suite and Club Levels. Contact skyboxes@olemiss.edu

Roommate

recycle your DM

CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION

Large 2BDR/2.5BA Townhouse
with appliances furnished with W/ D.
No pet policy. Quiet atmosphere. Year
lease required. (662)234-0000.
1,2 and 3 bedroom apts. available. 1 mile from campus. Cable and
internet included. Running out of space
for Fall! Check us out www.liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com or call 662-2810402.
2950 South Lamar Now under renovation! Available August.1 bdr 1 bath
with study. Ole Miss Students only!
$600
1BD/1.5BA- All appliances. On the corner of Anderson and Anchorage. $550/
mo. Available April 1st. (662)607-2400
2950 South Lamar Now under renovation! Available August.1 bdr 1 bath
with study. Ole Miss Students only!
$430
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SUDOKU©©Puzzles by Pappocom
SUDOKU Puzzles by Pappocom
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Running game key to Rebel
redemption this spring
Sports Editor

Spring practice started this
week. The Ole Miss football team
has 13 more practices, counting
the Grove Bowl, left before players are let out for the summer.
After a 4-8 season last year, a
myriad of story lines will play
out over the next few weeks. The
most popular will undoubtedly
be the quarterback competition,
where the Rebels have four candidates vying to be the team’s starter
on Sept. 3 when BYU comes to
town.
After that, we’ll likely hear a lot
about an offseason that has been
filled with a new emphasis on discipline and accountability. Houston Nutt isn’t playing around.
Then there’s that pesky issue of
fixing the defense. The Rebels will
also have three new coaches on the
sidelines.
Like I said, there’s plenty to talk
about.
Fans can watch all these story
lines play out at the practice fields
adjacent to Vaught-Hemingway
Stadium. Practice is open to the
public, and things are sure to get
interesting.
While watching these practices,
it’ll be easy to worry about what
the Rebels don’t have. I’m here to
remind everyone what the Rebels
do have.
Somewhat forgotten behind the
aforementioned sensational story
lines is a senior running back
named Brandon Bolden. You may
have heard of him. Last year, in the
midst of a horrid season, Bolden
was the silver lining for the Rebels as he rushed for 976 yards and
scored a total of 17 touchdowns
— an astounding number.
Ask Bolden to run up the ball.
He’ll do it — and average a spectacular six yards a carry. Ask him
to catch a ball out of the backfield.
He finished first on the team in
receptions last year. Ask him to
block a blitzing linebacker trying
to take out an Ole Miss quarterback. Gladly.
Bolden is what coaches call an
all-purpose back. And he’s a damn
good one at that — so good, in
fact, that the NFL gave the Louisiana native a late second/early
third-round evaluation when he
flirted with going pro. That means
the big bucks.
When he talked to the media
earlier this spring, Bolden said
he thought about going pro for a
short time but quickly decided to
stay. He has unfinished business,
and that business is to leave Oxford on a high note — not a fourwin season.
If the Ole Miss coaches want
to improve on that record as well,
they would be wise to try to do it
behind their star running back.
First-year offensive coordinator
David Lee has done that kind of

thing before.
Lee, an old friend of Nutt,
worked wonders in 2007 at Arkansas with another stud tailback,
current Oakland Raider Darren
McFadden. McFadden, noted that
year for his work in Lee’s Wildcat
formation, accounted for over
2,000 yards of total offense in ’07
and nearly won the Heisman.
It was a thunder-and-lightning
approach for the Razorbacks in
2007, though. McFadden was the
thunder, and slasher Felix Jones,
now with the Dallas Cowboys,
played the lightning.
In Oxford, Lee has an opportunity to do the same thing. Speedy
tailback Jeff Scott was a sensation
as a freshman last year, accelerating past defenders at an average of
6.5 yards per carry. He’d be happy
to be Bolden’s lightning. After all,
lightning scored 11 touchdowns
at Arkansas in ’07.
So while the Rebels have questions in the passing game, they
have an opportunity to be spectacular in the running game. Last
time I checked, that Ole Miss offensive line looked pretty good by
season’s end, and run blocking is
the fun part for those guys.
So relax at practice this spring.
The quarterback battle might be
a rollercoaster, but Bolden will be
there to provide the stability.
Make sure to check him out.
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REBELS FALL TO NO. 20 SOUTHERN
MISS IN EXTRA INNINGS
HATTIESBURG, Miss.
The Rebels took an early
lead, but couldn’t hold off the
Golden Eagles in extra-innings
as Ole Miss (18-8) fell to No.
20 Southern Miss (19-5) by
a score of 4-3 on Wednesday
night at Pete Taylor Park.
Ole Miss scored three runs
in the first three innings, but
Southern Miss chipped away
at the lead before claiming the
win in extra-innings on an error that allowed the go-ahead
run to cross the plate.
Blair Wright (0-1) suffered
the loss as he allowed one run
on one hit in 0.2 innings of
work.
Wright entered the game to
start the 10th and left with two
outs and a man on first. That
runner would go on to score
the go-ahead run for the Golden Eagles.
Collin Cargill (2-1) picked
up the relief win as he worked
the final 1.1 innings, holding
the Rebels to two hits with a
strikeout.
“It was a good college ball
game, although it’s disappointing to not get the win,” said
Ole Miss head coach Mike Bianco.
“We had opportunities to get
the lead back in the top of the
10th, but they made the plays.

We have to execute better and
make the play when we get the
opportunity.”
Southern Miss got on the
board first, pushing a run across
the plate in the first inning
when Isaac Rodriquez came up
with a single to left that scored
Tyler Koelling from second.
Koelling reached on a walk
before moving to second on a
walk of B.A. Vollmuth to set
up the score on the Rodriguez
hit.
Ole Miss responded in the
second when Preston Overbey
doubled down the left field
line to score Matt Snyder from
first.
Snyder drew a leadoff walk
before coming home on the
Overbey hit to even the score
at one.
The Rebels took the lead in
the third inning, scoring two
runs to move out in front of
the Golden Eagles 3-1.
Tanner Mathis scored on a
sac fly to right field from Matt
Smith that advanced Alex Yarbrough to third.
The Rebel sophomore then
scored when Overbey came up
with his second RBI double of
the night to put Ole Miss on
top by two runs.
Kameron Brunty hit a solo
shot to open the fifth inning

for the Golden Eagles and cut
the lead to one run at 3-2.
Southern Miss tied things
at three with a two-out single
from Koelling that scored
Brunty from second in the seventh inning.
Brunty reached on a single to
left and advanced to second on
the throw to third that got the
lead runner out.
Both teams had chances
down the stretch, but neither
could convert as the game went
into extra innings.
Ole Miss put men on in the
10th, but a play at third and a
play at the plate prevented the
Rebels from scoring on two
separate plays in the additional
frame.
Southern Miss then grabbed
the win in the bottom half of
the inning when pinch runner
Travis Creel scored from first
on a fielding error in left on
the two-out fly ball from Adam
Doleac.
Creel ran for Rodriguez who
reached on a single to center in
the at bat prior to Doleac.
Ole Miss continues to play
on the road, facing No. 17 LSU
this weekend in a three-game
series in Baton Rouge, La.
Game one of the series is set
for 7 p.m. on Friday at Alex
Box Stadium.
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Vogel channels hero Rafael Nadal to lead Lady Rebs
BY JOHN HOLT
The Daily Mississippian

COURTESY OF BILL KALLENBERG

Ole Miss senior tennis player Conner Vogel prepares to return a serve in a match
earlier this year. Vogel faces her former team, Tennessee, this weekend.

TONIGHT
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HAPPY HOUR (3-6):
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2 FOR 1 DOMESTICS AND WELLS

Patient, competitive and
scrappy are three words that
Ole Miss senior Connor Vogel
uses to describe her style of play
on the tennis court.
For those who have attended
a women’s match at the Palmer/
Salloum Tennis Center over the
past two seasons, it’s almost
impossible not to notice the
passion and enthusiasm Vogel
brings to the court.
At first glance, it appears
Vogel is the female version of
men’s ATP World No. 1 tennis
player Rafael Nadal.
“Every time I watch (Nadal) play, I’m trying to pick up
something new that I can incorporate into my game,” Vogel said.
Interestingly, Vogel and Nadal’s tennis playing styles share
several similarities.
Both are lefties. Both always
find themselves in long point
rallies. Both grunt after hitting
each ball. Both wear bandanas
when participating in matches.
Even Ole Miss coach Mark
Beyers notices a comparison in
both players’ level of tenacity.
“I’ve always strived to be like
(Nadal),” Vogel said. “I feel like
a lot of his strengths are the
same strengths for me.”
However, what makes both
players special and separates
them from their opponents is
their drive to succeed.
“If someone compares my
game to (Nadal), I take that
as an extreme compliment because I really respect him and
his game style,” Vogel said. “To
me, that means they think of
me as a fighter and someone
who is willing to put everything
on the line, because that’s what
he does when he plays.”
Meanwhile Vogel knows more
than most would expect about
her tennis idol figure.
She’s proud that she knows
Nadal’s age, where he’s from,
his coach, his relationship status, information about his family and his childhood and the
fact that he owns a 40-yard
dash time that equals that of
some NFL football players.
“It’s sad, but right before I

play every match, I watch YouTube videos of (Nadal) hitting
certain shots,” Vogel said. “I
watch him hit passing shots,
forehand winners and serves.
Honestly, one of my favorite
things in tennis is to hit passing
shots. So it really gets me ready
to play watching him.”
After transferring from Tennessee to Ole Miss after her
sophomore year in 2008, Vogel
was forced to sit out the entire 2008-2009 season due to
NCAA transfer rules.
When she returned to the
courts in the fall of 2009 to join
the Rebels, her presence and
talent helped the team produce
its best season since 1999.
In 2010, the Rebels claimed
their first ever Southeastern
Conference West Championship, advanced to the NCAA
Sweet 16 and ended the year
with a No. 17 national ranking.
Following that remarkable
run, Vogel was selected to the
2010 All-SEC First Team.
“When she decided to transfer from Tennessee, I don’t
know if I could have written
the script any better than the
way it’s turned out,” Beyers
said. “We knew she was good.
I didn’t know she could be this
good.”
This year Vogel finds herself
playing higher up in the Rebels
singles lineup and has embraced
the opportunities presented to
her in holding the team’s No. 2
slot in singles.
“I’ve tried to incorporate
more offense into my game this
year and be a little more aggressive when the opportunity arises,” Vogel said. “I knew moving up in the (singles) lineup,
it wasn’t just going to cut it to
track down balls anymore.”
While the 2011 season hasn’t
been as successful from a team
standpoint compared to 2010
because of injuries to key players, Vogel has continued to display her dominance through
leading by example.
“(Connor) is someone who
always works hard and brings
a very positive spirit to our
team,” said Vivian Vlaar, Vogel’s sophomore teammate.
Not known as a vocal person
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by her teammates, her performance on the court speaks for itself as she has gone 4-2 through
her first six SEC matches this
season despite enduring elbow
and shoulder injuries.
The Rebels are currently
ranked No. 27 in the nation
and hold a 9-6 overall record.
But despite being only 2-4 in
conference play, the Germantown native still believes that
she, along with her teammates,
can accomplish big things in
their remaining matches this
season.
Two difficult challenges appear to be this weekend as the
team travels to face No. 7 Georgia Friday followed by a return
trip for Vogel to Knoxville on
Sunday.
Last year, the Rebels were
able to upset the Volunteers –
currently ranked No. 16 in the
nation – in a match that Vogel
said she still carries emotional
memories from.
“I feel like last year the win
was more of a big deal for me
individually than the team,”
Vogel said. “I feel like this year,
a win over Tennessee would be
huge for the team.”
Heading into Sunday’s match
Vogel realizes that the challenge
will be even harder than it was a
year ago. She is certain she will
be playing one of her former
teammates, while the match
will also take place at a venue
Vogel is quite familiar with.
“It’s definitely emotional
to go back and play on those
courts knowing that I used to
play there with their team,” Vogel said. “I guess with each time
we face them and as I get older,
it becomes a little bit easier.”
Regardless of Sunday’s outcome, Vogel has been an invaluable addition to the Rebels
women’s tennis program’s recent success.
“I try to enjoy every time I
have playing because I never
know physically if it’s going to
be my last match or not,” Vogel
said. “When it ends, it’s going
to be hard to come to terms
with. I loved college tennis and
I still do. It’s something that I
wish I could do for the rest of
my life, but every college career
has to end sometime.”

